structures all objects as lacking, beginning with the mother-object. The objet a, and the gaze as objet a, symbolize the central lack expressed by the phenomenon of castration. Erecting the objet a through castration entails a particular way of articulating lack and desire, as well as constructing a single passage to the Symbolic, whereby a subject emerges in place of the lacking feminine and/or maternal object. This object, according to Lacan, is presented to us only in the form of a strange contingency, symbolic of what we find on the horizon, as the thrust of our experience: the lack constitutive of castration anxiety. This is the psychoanalytic basis for understanding the Genius-MaleHero complex: born from no womb, the Artist-Genius is in fact the idea of a god transferred to man, now self-creating and holding the power of creation. Thus, the denial that allows for secretive and buried appropriation of maternal gestation, begetting and birth-giving in the service of father-son relations creates the Genius-Hero myth on the sacrifice of the eliminated and evaporated archaic Woman-m/Other. However, the Womanm/Other should not be understood, as Lacan would have it, only 'in the field of the Thing', as the 'other-Thing that lies beyond ' (1992: 214, 298) . In my view, she should also be understood in the field of Event and Encounter and as an almost-other-Event-Encounter that is borderlinked to the I. I will moreover argue, that traces of the Event-Encounter function as a transgressive subjectivizing link in a web of connections and not as a missing object. The move of disappearance of the m/Other is absorbed in what I have named metramorphosis: in the weaving of trans-subjective links.
From the phallic point of view, the elimination of the archaic m/Other is the sacrifice necessary for heroic male sexuality to become productive. Such a Hero-Genius-Artist corresponds to the Canon that Griselda Pollock (1999) proposes to differentiate in her reading of art history. Anyone, male or female, who takes upon him or herself this hero configuration becomes by definition a man who eliminates the archaic Woman-m/Other. The price to be paid for this is very high if you are a female artist whose sexuality fits badly into Oedipal father-son circulation. She can hardly become a son, and she doesn't usually project her sexuality toward actualization in fatherhood, and she does, in my view, put the question of sexual difference not to a male figure or a father figure to begin with, but first and foremost to a female figure and a mother figure -as do male subjects, inasmuch as all human beings must differentiate themselves first from the m/Other, and establish their particular modes of differentiating within this archaic first relationship. There are vital issues at stake in this. If the elimination of the archaic m/Other as the source of life is in the service of male narcissism, then for female narcissistic development such an elimination is dangerous: it is precisely what constitutes her as the sacrifice. If creativity is to be rethought through the feminine, it should not, in my view, follow the pattern of that hero. If it does, the sacrificial components will destroy the she-hero -not even from the outside but from within, because her modes of differentiating will be extinguished. I dare say that as long as this pattern of that hero is the only possible model, only a dead woman-artist, or a woman-artist who is in principle out of the procreation cycle, can become such a 'genius' and represent the creative symbolic begetter.
Within the phallic framework, the Woman-Other-Thing behind originary repression is to be understood as an intra-psychic phenomenon that can enter intersubjective relationships as their price. Here, as in Duchamp's 'infra-thin', difference is created for a celibate individual psyche: a subject forever split from the woman-m/Other-Thing and facing a woman/brideobject; mourning its loss and separation and celebrating its heroic inspiration; subjugated to the only-One sexual difference elaborated in father-son relations of admiration and rivalry, symbolic killing and resurrection; and relying on the mechanism of castration anxiety in order to gain creativity and symbolic significance. For such a subject, the archaic m/Other must be eliminated from the symbolic or foreclosed, and any part-object is equally an abject. In the field of vision, and in the dimension of the scopic drive and the desire to see, in the move from Thing to Object and into representation, the Woman-Other-Thing is in fact constituted as a fetish, like an inanimate object, first absent and desired and later inspired, by some imagined breath, to come to life, like a Golem, now present and possessed. In accessing or creating the object as fetish, it is to the evacuation of the archaic m/OtherEvent-Encounter that the artist-hero owes its genius. Facing the art-objectfetish, the gaze of each subject, whether artist or viewer, is constituted upon her ruins. The subject is moved into a controlling or voyeuristic position in relation to any visible object, Other or Woman conceived inside this frame.
The aesthetic question engages both death and the beauty-ideal. The artist 'desires to transform death into life'. According to Otto Rank, the 'source of the beauty-ideal lies in the contemporary idea of the soul', which in the past was ideally embodied in the forms and images of gods. In each period, the idea of the beautiful portrays the idea of the soul and its immortality, a soul 'which itself arises from the problem of death ' (1959b: 140, 117, 118) . For Lacan the beauty-ideal operates at a limit, materialized and represented in art by the human body, that envelops 'all possible phantasms' of human desire and creates a barrier which transports the 'relationships of the human being to its own death'. The emphatic connection between death and the beauty-ideal is maintained in the move from images of God to images of the human. But Lacan doesn't only talk about death. He is also interested in its conjunction with the outrageous. 'Outrage' is the transgression into the horrible, whereas the beautiful is the limit that keeps us distant from that transgression in reality, all the while allowing us to glimpse its unique value. While the body carries the relation of the human being to its own death, as an image it also obstructs the passage to an experience of outrage and of the unique value it conceals. The 'effect of beauty derives from the relationship of the hero to the limit ' (1992: 286) .
A fabric of hidden connections between death and the feminine underlies Freudian psychoanalysis in general and Lacanian theory in particular. Thus, the foreclosure of the feminine is vital for the phallic subject: it does indeed stand for the split from the death drive. It is also this foreclosure that allows the theorization of the Hero-Ego-Genius Oedipal mythology to pull filiation over onto the male's side. The feminine is dis-spirited and designified in the course of the transformation of masculinity into a symbolic triangle embracing divine inspiration, the inspired heroic figure and spiritual creation: the feminine dis-enters the field of the Symbolic.
I propose to introduce ideas of non-life and of feminine borderswerving, borderlinking and borderspacing into the heart of our thinking about the creative 'soul'. Death and forecluded femininity are not the only unique values behind the phallic which the artist ventures to capture and the artwork treasures. There is also archaic trauma and jouissance, beginning with those any potential subject experiences with its becomingarchaic-m/Other in the borderspace between not-yet-living and life, and including any later trauma and jouissance produced in a similar sphere of pre-trans-subjectivity and organized following similar non-conscious paths. Their inscription in the domain of feminine sexuality or in the domain of the death drive within an only phallic paradigm is what, in the psychoanalytic tradition, imprisons the affected traces of these events in the circularity of an experience outside any symbolization. Every symbolization, again in circular fashion, is supposed to reject them, relegating them to the domains of feminine sexuality and the death drive as the forever foreclosed, or the abject in the phallic domain. I suggest that a certain hybridization of the margins of these two domains, Eros and Thanatos, can become a source of a feminine difference whose comprehension can be accessed as a configuration of symbologenic liberty born from a particular occasion of occurrence and encounter. This feminine different difference is not a configuration of dependency derived from disguising oneself in a phallic masque (Joan Rivière's femininity as masquerade), or parody and irony (in Judith Butler). Nor is it a revolt or a struggle with the phallic texture (the feminine as the moment of rupture and negativity in Julia Kristeva). We can advance in this way of thinking only if we free ourselves from the compulsion not only to disqualify as mystical or psychotic whatever lies beyond the phallic border, but also to grasp that the borderline itself can become transgressive and should not be perceived only as a castration, a split and a bounding limit -and if we distinguish between subjectivity and the individual.
In Seminaire XI, Lacan (1981) explains the unique value, in its articulation with the scopic drive and the desire to see, by the concept of the gaze as objet a, structured as a lacking object. He considers the archaic jouissance, saturated with pain or pleasure, to be inaccessible to the subject, and configures the evasive flickering of their disclosure in the picture, or in whatever makes present their absence by way of the gaze (objet a) as 'a phallic ghost'. The consequences of this phantom phallus crossing Lacanian theory horizontally and vertically makes the entire psychic field tremble. The phallic ghost leaves its imprints on the planes of the Symbolic, the Imaginary and the Real. It is on the plane of the Real that the link to the male body is most tightly maintained, but this linkage is duplicated on Ettinger -Weaving a Woman Artist 73 the other two planes as well, if only through imaginary possession, lack and loss, in the correlation between the male sexual organ, the potentiality related to its action, the phantasms associated with it, the anxiety connected to it, and its images and concepts -even though the concept of the Phallus itself already appears as neutral, with Lacan showing how it is in the service of both male and female individuals, if not in the same way then at least on the same level. If we agree with the late Lacan that these three planes, the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic, are wound around and enwrapped in one another, then the phallic viewpoint, with its concepts of subject and object, is not free from the imprints of the body in the realms of experience, trauma and phantasy, even if the linkage to the bodily experience is restricted to the plane of the Real. But this is a male body. This artist, this subject-hero who gives birth to itself while unconsciously burning or melting its links to the archaic m/Other and replacing her as the Begetter; the artist, male or female, who encounters the gaze as a phallic ghost that has escaped unconscious repression -turns into a hero and becomes a man-artist figure.
The archaic jouissance that is saturated with pain or pleasure and is the traumatic wound beyond the border is indeed inaccessible to the subject, inasmuch as it is phallic. But the phallic subjective structure (disguised as neutral), and with it (also disguised as neutral) the sexual phallic difference that has become the measure of any sexual difference, refer both directly and indirectly to the male body, to its pleasures and pains and to the phantasms attached to it. This structure, from Freud to Lacan, to different degrees of concreteness and abstractness, was assimilated into Western culture to such an extent that the difference produced in its frame has come to be considered equally relevant (though in different ways) to individuals of both sexes, and furthermore to be the only difference. When phallic subjectivization became axiomatic, the sexual difference entwined in it became transparent: it is what one looks through, it is the only filter inside which both sexes gain equality, even if it has been abstracted from a father-son unconscious 'ritual' of initiation and transmission that leads the subject as 'son' into sexuality and creativity by forcluding the m/Other.
My argument is that not only death as the horrible and the feminine as abducted and forecluded, but also the archaic trauma and jouissance experienced beyond the Phallus in jointness with the begetter-archaicm/Other, are the unique values behind the limit, but they are accessible in a psychic trans-subjective sphere. Moreover, in the matrixial sphere, it is the limit itself that is transformed by events in jointness, turning into a transgressive threshold.
II
In conceptualizing a difference referring directly and primarily to the female body, as against the seemingly natural institutionalization and transparentification of the phallic difference and the range of its significance, I make no pretense of neutrality with regard to any difference that would be sexual. At the same time, my hypothesis -which turns to the womb and the fetus, to gestation and pregnancy, as the conceptual basis for a difference that takes into consideration a corpo-real dimension, and in which a female corpo-real specificity forms the background for a supplementary sexual difference, which difference I formulate both as a subjective dimension or stratum of subjectivation, as a psychic sphere, and as 'feminine' spanning the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic -this hypothesis does not relate to women only. I acknowledge that I am in a dangerous territory, as a feminist who supports women's rights over their reproductive body and who is fully aware of the absurd uses to which essentialist ideology is put as regards the female body -as well as the absurd uses of certain ideologies which, as if by involuntary reflex, oppose any concept referring to the female body on the grounds that any such concept would automatically be 'essentialist' and therefore contemptible. I believe that to avoid dealing with any aspect that touches upon the female body and bodily experience, to avoid the conceptual potentiality that can be abstracted from the female body or has consequences with regard to it and its history -the agglomeration of its traumatic or pleasurable experiences, its potentiality, the phantasms that link to its inscriptions -I believe that this amounts to an unconditional surrender to the dominant, seemingly neutral, symbolic filter that censures both women and men and molds them in its phallic frame.
My hypothesis, although it appeals to the womb, should not in any way be understood as calling for a limitation on women's rights over their bodies -quite to the contrary. Though any discussion of the pre-natal may seem at first glance to support the assumed claim of the infant on the mother's body, or the phallic seizure and essentializing of women's bodies, in fact my approach is an act of resistance to this seizure because the matrixial apparatus dissolves the ground it stands on from within: it dissolves the unitary subject and transgresses it. The phallic imaginary mistakenly posits the prenatal infant as a separate entity with a separate desire, so that anybody may make a claim to protecting it against the mother's desire. I emphasize that the feminine-matrixial configuration supports a woman's full responseability for any event occurring with-in her own not-One corpo-reality and trans-subjectivity, and disqualifies phallic regulations of them. Each configuration is unique and co-responsive. From the point of view of the matrixial, it makes no sense to speculate on what an unborn infant 'needs' separately from the mother-to-be's body/trauma/phantasy/desire complexity. The matrixial borderlinks allow the articulation of a meaningful space between living and non-living, which has nothing to do with the notion of the abject and with the binary opposition between life and death.
In mapping in the matrixial field, through which I trace pathways in painting and in psychoanalytic practice with the experience of transference, I am in no way implying that women must be mothers. I do not speak of woman-as-mother, nor of the womb as an 'organ' whose 'natural' existence 'makes' a sexual difference, nor of the woman as the owner of this organ (versus the man as the owner of that organ); nor again do I speak of the womb as origin, as a passive receptivity or passive internal container. At Ettinger -Weaving a Woman Artist 75 the same time, I am categorically opposed to the classical psychoanalytic claim recurrently emphasized by Lacan, Kristeva and others, according to which the womb can appear in culture only as psychosis; that is, that it can only be the signifier for the crazy unthinkable par excellence, and that whatever is thinkable has to pass through the castration mechanism, by which it is separated from its Real-ness, making the womb that which must be rejected as the ultimate abject, and making this abject the necessary condition for the creation of the subject and the psychoanalytic process. It is precisely this mechanism that establishes the mother as an abject or a lack, scarified to the creation of meaning and to the meaning of creation, whose trace-less elimination is the basis for the creative process and the Birth of the Hero. This hero perhaps naively ignores the fact that he eliminates and forecludes the begetter-mother (and also kills the father, only to resurrect him) and takes upon himself his own birth. Lacan's repeated claim that the pre-natal has no sense is reminiscent of Freud's insistence on the importance of the denial of the womb for the (male) child's sexual growth. Furthermore, Lacan warned that whosoever dares deal with the matter of the pre-natal could not be called psychoanalyst and would have to be excommunicated -because for Lacan, the field of psychoanalysis itself depends on the foreclosure of procreation. Against this position, the concept of the matrix moves the womb from nature to culture, making it the basis for another dimension of sense, for another sense, and for a supplementary feminine difference that is the human potentiality for a shareability and a co-poïesis where no 'hero' can become creative alone.
In the matrixial borderspace, where I and non-I co-emerge and cofade, composite partial subjectivity produces, shares and transmits assembled, im-pure and diffracted objects and absorbs their loss (objet a) and their dispersion via a conductible borderlink. In building subjectivity-asencounter upon the relation between the subject-to-be and the becomingmother, between the fetus and the female body-and-psyche, we should avoid the mistake of looking for the sense of the matrixial encounter in nature (just as the phallic structure and the castration mechanism do not represent father/son relations as endangering the real male organ). Yet anatomy makes its difference and we should open this out for conceptualization. The matrixial sphere is modeled upon intimate sharing in jouissance, trauma and phantasm in the feminine/pre-birth sphere, and the matrixial womb stands for a psychic capacity for shareability created in the borderlinking to a female body -a capacity for differentiation-in-co-emergence that occurs in the course of separation-in-jointness, where distance-in-proximity is continuously reattuned. I(s) and non-I(s) interlace their borderlinks in a process of metramorphosis, created by and in turn creating relations-withoutrelating -by and together with matrixial affects -on the borders of presence and absence, in the in-between sphere of matrixial pres-absence. 1 A web of movements of borderlinking, between subject and object, among subjects and partial-subjects, between me and the stranger, and between some partialsubjects and partial objects, becomes a psychic space of trans-subjectivity, 76 Theory, Culture & Society 21(1) relating to trans-subjective-objects, where trans-subjective affectivity infiltrates the partial-subjective-objects.
Metramorphosis is a passage-lane through which matrixial affects, events, materials and modes of becoming infiltrate the non-conscious margins of the Symbolic. Metramorphosis is a process of inter-psychic communication and transformation that transgresses the borders of the individual subject and takes place between several entities. It is a joint awakening of unthoughtful-knowledge on the borderline, as well as an inscription of the encounter in traces that open a space in and along the borderline itself. Metramorphosis is a co-poïetic process of affective-emotive swerving. The swerve is a measure of difference in the field of affectivity that is analogous up to a point to Merleau-Ponty's 'écart' in the field of sensibility. But borderswerving is from the outset transgressive. It is a process of differentiating in borderspacing and borderlinking, of inscriptive exchange between/with-in several matrixial entities. It dissolves the individual borderlines so that they become thresholds allowing a passage which captures for each participant -becoming a sensible grain -what I call a surplus of fragility. The knowledge of being-born-together -co-naissanceis a crossed transcription of trans-cryptions (Ettinger, 2002b) . It is a subknowledge of which we receive a sense in visual arts through the invention or joining of a screen where an originary matrixial repression -a fadingin-transformation -is partially lifted or by-passed to allow the originary matrixial transitive trauma some veiled visibility by way of a touching gaze.
Female subjects have double access to the matrixial sphere in the Real. On the one hand, they experience the womb as an archaic out-side and past-site, as out of chronological time and of appropriated space, or as anterior. This is true for male subjects as well. But female subjects also experience the womb as an in-side and future-site as well, as an actual, potential or virtual space and as a future and possible, or potential, posterior time. Whether they are mothers or not, this time out-of-time is a potentiality for repetition which might be actualized in the Real. Whereas the outsite and past-side belong to both the female and the male on a corpo-real scale, this in-side and future-site belong only to the female, in the corporeal dimension and as embodied potentiality. Thus female subjects have privileged access to this paradoxical time where the future traumatically meets the past, and to this paradoxical site where outside meets inside. Their privileged access to matrixial time and matrixial space is far from being a source of pleasure or of privilege in social or cultural terms. Rather, it is access to a surplus-of-fragility.
The matrixial impossibility of not-sharing with the other is profoundly fragilizing; it demands its price, but also gives rise to its own beauty. Apart from the time-space of music and art, male subjects are more radically split from this archaic site of virtuality and potentiality, since their link with it stays on the archaic outside which is a too-early that is forever too-late for accessing in the Real of the separate body of the individual as a whole subject. Men, however, enter in contact with the matrixial time and site Ettinger -Weaving a Woman Artist 77 through transference relations and via art, when they are affected, like women, by joining-in-difference with others (see Ettinger, 2002a) . As an artistic filter, the matrixial apparatus serves whoever can yield and tolerate this fragile, fragmented and dispersed mode of co-becoming. The various non-conscious pathways that are opened to and from the originary matrixial difference linked to femaleness are thus not limited to women only. This difference does, however, carry a special resonance for women because the matrixial non-conscious pathways accumulate, filter and echo their bodily vibrations and experiences.
I am proposing that with the help of the notions of matrix and metramorphosis, experiences concerning the pre-natal, the intra-uterine, gestation and pregnancy can deconstruct and dissolve the concept of the unitary separate phallic subject split by the castration mechanism, rejecting its abject, and mourning its m/Other. However, they do not stand for pre-subjectivity, for the pre-phallic or the pre-Oedipal, but for a transsubjectivity that accompanies the phallic subjectivity all along its voyage in time and place, even if its sources are in the 'pre-'. These notions allow me to circumvent the phallic structure of subjectivity in the tradition of psychoanalytic theory. In that tradition, the male sexual organ is a support for the conceptualization of the phallic-Oedipal field with its castration complex, but the phallus is not to be identified with the penis. Similarly, the womb, fetus, pregnancy and gestation, as corpo-realities and image, are supports for a matrixial field of theorization; likewise, the idea of the matrix should not be identified with the womb, nor Woman with Mother.
Female sexual bodily specificity allows for thinking the co-affectivity that supplies an apparatus of sense-making as primary. Sex difference is a thinking apparatus. It is always a model for an intimate space and for a public space. It holds and unfolds archetypes and ideals for the soul. The matrixial difference does not submit or fold into the phallic difference -into a difference formulated in terms of positive versus negative, having versus not having, presence versus absence. The metramorphic processes do not melt inside the process of castration that exchanges presence with absence and severs them from each other, just as it severs subject from object. The metramorphosis is a co-affectivity and co-activity on the level of a borderline that opens between subjects and between subject and object. During the metramorphic process a space of occasion and encounter is created that disables the pretense of an absolute separation between subjects in the pattern of a cut-split-castration from the Other-Thing -a separation which in fact is the pattern of elimination of the archaic m/Other-Event-Encounter.
The matrixial difference conceptualizes the difference of what is joint and alike yet not 'the same', of what is uncognized yet recognizable with-in a shared trans-subjectivity. This is not the difference of that which is opposite versus that which is the same. The trajectories and effects of the matrixial field shed light on sexual difference as a question that women direct not to a man, not to a subject of the opposite sex nor in 'the Name of the Father', but to another woman-m/Other-Encounter, to a subject 78 Theory, Culture & Society 21(1) conceived as alike-non-same, from whom one is differentiating-in-joining and from whom one in severality can open a distance but only in proximity. In the phallic framework, hysteria, disguise, masquerade, and parody or revolt are subjectivizing responses on the part of women to men's definition of female sexuality. These phenomena are unavoidable, because the phallic sphere is at work alongside the matrixial sphere. However, in the matrixial borderspace, what is at stake is an originary feminine difference that doesn't confront, submit to, or fight the phallic difference. Hysteria, therefore, does not exist there, because hysteria is produced precisely when the passage to the matrixial field is blocked and when a woman cannot ask herself what is her difference from another woman (not from men) and what is her desire au féminin. The matrix -'womb' in Latin -as a major signifier gives an approximate sense of this originary difference that is always already in the feminine.
Feminine-matrixial difference is primary and originary. It is in no way dependent on phallic difference and bears no comparison to it, except by way of compromise and approximation of meaning. Feminine-matrixial difference is an impregnation of a borderline which is not that of disconnection and separation in front of an erasing and displacement that lies behind it. It is a creation of sense or a passage into a sense that is not grasped until this moment, and is not dependent upon the cleft between signifier and signified. The matrixial difference is therefore a subjective dimension that is not derived from the exchange of signifiers, and does not refer to the phallic field and to the rift of castration. It is a swerve intertwined in borderlinking, the plaiting and interweaving of borderlines, and in the opening of borderspaces created by the interwoven plait. Even though it is feminine, this difference is not the effect of social structuring (Gender) nor an essentialist datum or deterministic result of a biological difference. It is woven in a human relation and therefore in some human language -to begin with, in the language of bodily signs or the language of affective channelings, the language of transference that 'speaks' with its sensations and affections among subjects that co-emerge or co-fade in a matrixial alliance.
III
Art, says Lacan, is related to jouissance through the 'anatomy' of a cavity. An inaccessible trace of a lacking part-object, an objet a, tickles the Thing (das Ding) from within, and this is the essential quality of everything we call art. An artwork attracts, shifts or originates a desire for an object that mysteriously embodies a space in that cavity. A desire, still saturated with the drive, awakens where an artobject joins forces as beauty and horror with an extimate (an outside captured within) gaze or objet a, by-passing repression and regression at the price of dangerously approaching the Thing, the primary source of Unheimliche -of uncanny anxiety -which appeals to the viewer to follow it into a mysterious, invisible space beyond yet inside the visible, to abandon defenses and to weave into the work its own invisible affect, phantasy, engagement, knowledge.
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In psychoanalytic theory, be it for R. Spitz, Didier Anzieu, P. Fédida, J. Kristeva or J. Lacan, the most primitive cavity capable of producing meaning is considered the oral cavity. The intra-uterine phantasms are considered to be based on the imaginary of the early oral experience. Primary separation is the separation from the maternal breast, and this separation takes the form of castration and is shaped retroactively by the castration mechanism. It is understood as a split between subject and object. In the matrixial prism I propose to reconsider the intra-uterine cavity and understand it as already shaping phantasmatic modes and opening specific channels of meaning. This cavity is a passage.
In Hebrew, the verb passing (avar) (from the root a.b.r.) describes pregnancy. The pregnant woman is meouberet, she is a transport station, a station of passage for a period of passage, and she herself is a conductor, a conveyor, a transmissive and transitive vector, a transit place, a transition time, a scavenging channel for a transition period. To be pregnant, meouberet, is to expand the boundaries, to be a ferryboat (maaboret). The fetus, oubar, is the passable, transferable, passing-by, crossing, elapsing, going beyond. The same root corresponds to: transgression, transport, crossing, transformation, shifter. The fetus is the one who passes, who traverses and goes beyond. With the same root are expressed the words: side, ultra-, hyper-, beyond and trans-. These resonances of this Hebrew root invite us to give specific meaning to the human primordial psychic cavity and to reconsider its subjectivizing formation and its 'objects' as means of passage and transport.
It is easy to see that the classical objects like the oral and the anal objects are a chain of substitutes: many objects can stand in for the original ones. In 1962, in his seminar Anxiety, Lacan added to the list of driveobjects the Gaze, corresponding to a scopophilic drive, and the Voice, corresponding to an invocatory drive. Lacan speaks, like most analysts, of the trauma of birth as the first moment of anxiety, and of the object Voice as the most primitive. But he emphasizes that anxiety is the anxiety of castration in relation to the Other and that the structure of the object is constituted by lack. Even the object-Voice, that he understands first as resonance, is shaped by castration. I believe that Lacan gave up on developing the objet a of Voice because in pulling it to the phallic-castration model the idea of the Voice immediately arrived at a dead-end. Lacan only developed the paternal (God) voice.
Be it from a point of view of structure or from a point of view of development, in my view, an entirely different psychic sphere must account for the Voice as a psychic element. When the matrixial cavity of passage becomes an acoustic resonance camera obscura, partial-objects and partial-subjects are not separated by a cut but are borderlinked by resonance and vibrations. They are sharing and they are shared by the same vibrating and resonating environment where the inside is outside and the outside -inside. The borderline between I and non-I as co-poïetic poles of the same vibrating string is transformed into a threshold and transgressed. Instead of an objet a of Voice I therefore suggest to speak of a metramorphic link a -a matrixial voice. More effectively than the Gaze even, the Voice as a matrixial erotic antenna for psychic emission and reception testifies to the metramorphic processes of transformations in the unconscious cavity. The psychic voice-link opens in us a matrixial time-andspace of encounter where, as in a resonance-cavity, inside and outside vibrate together. The resonant camera obscura where metramorphic event-encounters take place locates the inside as a shareable space-and-time and the outside as in-corporated-without-fusion. In and around it and non-I and wit(h)nessing.
The voice that emerges in a matrixial shared zone, envelops joint ontogenesis from which specificity and difference are derived, causing an-other desire and with-in-forming subjectivity. This voice reverberates between several entities, its quivering and fluctuation are received and oscillographed. It borderlinks by resonances that link the inside of several different individuals in a shareable outside. It doesn't only link multisensorial resonances to each other, it also generates trans-sensorial phenomena of synaesthesis in each participant. Thus, the 'woman'-m/Other-Encounter-Event is a support for a trans-subjective passage, producing desire not for an object but for further borderlinking and further resonances.
When emotively affected, the synaesthesis allows for the borderspace of shareability and transmissibility, im-purity and conductability that I link to the non-prohibited matrixial incest which is also a passage-time (in terms of the voice-link) and passage-space (in terms of the gaze-link) of coemerging and co-fading which is echoed and reabsorbed, veiled and revealed in ethical and aesthetic experiences. The voice is a metramorphosis that confirms and affirms the coexistence of the few, the fluidity of the passage from outside to inside and a psychic passage-time. The matrixial voice as affected Resonance of resonances affirms the priority of links over objects as psychic entities, and exposes the enormous scope and potentiality of the erotic antennae of the psyche to create affected trans-sensorial events of interconnectivity. Via the resonance, in the matrixial resonance camera obscura which is both intra-subjective and trans-subjective, the acoustic is entwined with touch, the touch with movement, and all of those with fluctuations of light and darkness. The invocatory links-a arouse vibrations on registers belonging to other senses and wake up their sensibility. In the matrixial acoustic resonance camera obscura, the primordial silence is a rising and loosening, reverberating and dissolving affected sound. It is what will become in a flashback move the silence of my voice conjoint with the fluctuating sound of the world mediated by the sound of the acoustic echoes and resonances of a maternal body and voice.
As an unfocused selfobject objet (a) or borderlink, the matrixial voice is never completely 'on' nor completely 'off' in an experience of shareability without confusion. As a psychic borderlink, the voice gives itself even more easily than touch and the gaze for the elaboration of borderlines and borderlinks between entities as unconscious meanings, because unlike touch where sensitivity operates on the borders and 'membranes' of the body, and unlike the gaze that operates from a distance, here by way of the sound itself at first and then by way of the resonance, the outside is an Ettinger -Weaving a Woman Artist 81 immediate inside and the inside, by way of resonance again, is multiplied and connects to the outside in another mode.
Trans-subjective and sub-subjective affected synaesthesis between movement, touch and vision seems pregnant with potential possibilities for psychic inscriptions. In the matrixial late pre-natal period, where the fluctuations of lightness and darkness accompany a touching-in-separating movement within the shadowy, palpable world of visible and invisible, presubject and pre-object intersect and imprint poïetic archaic traces in a web which is plural-several from the outset, and this process involves imprinting of, and being imprinted by a pre-other, the archaic non-I-m/Other.
Matrixial awareness is promulgated in human beings via the infant's synaesthetic capacity and affectablity (responsiveness to affects and responsiveness with affect) and mother-to-be's potentiality for trans-subjective inscription -via her capacity for elaboration of joint traces of I and non-I, and of a joint voyage, ramified between inside and outside and diffracted between I and non-I, between different partial subjects and partial objects. This voyage and its inscription compose a co-poïetic metramorphosis which registers affected, shared-in-difference trauma and jouissance as ontogenetic memory. Knowledge of/from this sphere is transferred to subjectivityas-encounter with-in and from jouissance, trauma and borderlinking itself, 'feminine' inasmuch as related to contact with female bodily specificity. If metramorphosis is a way of contacting the non-I based upon contacting the archaic m/Other, this has implications for both male and female infants. In aesthetic-artistic and transferential co-poïesis, a metramorphic trans-scripting of encounter occurs. Such a cross-inscription concerns artistic creation and reception. The matrixial complex also has ethical implications.
Thus in a trans-subjective and sub-subjective primary differentiation, elements co-emerge, co-inhabit a joint space and co-fade in a joint resonating time-space of passage. I and non-I 'grains' share a borderspace. They discern without cognizing each other via conductible borderlinks, and so exchange diffused matrixial affects and pathic information, addressing one another in the course of fluctuations in resonance and cross-scribing their traces. A matrixial encounter engenders traces in several partners conjointly but differently, and it engenders non-conscious readjustments of their connectivity. The matrixial awareness of 'my' extimate non-I, by way of her emotional tones, transitive phantasm and joint trauma, contributes to the non-I's emerging affects and phantasms and to the fading-in-transformation of 'her' traces, and further sharing of all this contributes to further transformations in us both. The 'severality' of this encounter issues from the m/Other's desire that is itself already involved in earlier and other matrixial circles but also in phallic bonds. The matrixial resonance camera obscura is an oscillograph, treasuring oscillograms of resonances of a time-space where traces of vibration are inscripted. This time-space is a string between outside and inside where auto-affection and alter-affection, auto-erotic and emphatic moves are plaited. The attraction of the I towards the non-I reveals the erotic antenna of the psyche as a string or a wire, and the partial-subjects as poles on a shaking string that constantly transforms the tension between them. The matrixial passage-time and borderspace are created both by the present encounter-in-resonance that operates on the level of trauma and phantasm, by events concerning the non-I's other matrixial events and encounters (Thing-encounters and Thing-events) and by non-conscious connections inherited from a symbolic Other that is enlarged by a subsymbolic grid. The matrixial voice reveals the Thing as an oscillating passage. By the matrixial passage-time and borderspace, a specific nonphallic plaiting of the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic is called upon. Every bore-space can become a resonance camera obscura where we share and are shared by the same resonances, in difference. Likewise, different psychic events of encounter can be formed and shaped by the traumatic and phantasmatic channel opened by the matrixial voice. The matrixial oscillograph creates a trans-subjective plaiting of the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic.
IV
In his late theory, Lacan describes the intra-psychic registers -the Real, the Symbolic and the Imaginary -as rings, linked to each other by a knot that is a kind of triangular warp-and-woof weave, a kind of braid or plait made of three stems. The stem of the Real is in principle structurally and originarily inseparable from the stems of the Imaginary and the Symbolic. In this braid, where interior and exterior are reversible and may turn insideout like a glove, some kind of knowledge is written in the Real itself 'and should be read by deciphering it' (Lacan, 1973 -4: seminars of 23 April, 12 Feb. 1974 . If bodily traces of jouissance and trauma (in the Real), their representations (in the Imaginary) and their significations (in the Symbolic) are woven in a braid around and within each psychic event, then the knowledge of the Real marks the Symbolic with its sense and its thinking no less than the Symbolic gives meaning to the Real via signification and concepts. Under the metramorphic interweaving, in the matrixial complex another kind of braid appears: a braid that interlaces stems and traces arriving from different individuals. Thus, the matrixial braid is trans-subjective. Levinas has taught us that thinking and sense do not only take place by way of concept and signification. There is a signifiance between no-meaning and sign.
The Otherness of the feminine in Levinas, in her contact with the 'immemorial', is not unlike Lacan's 'impossible feminine sexual relation', 'woman is not-All' and 'woman is Other'. It also recalls Freud's 'dark continent'. All three bodies of thought are othering of the woman. For all three thinkers, her otherness is, to begin with, a blank hole in subjectivity. Although all three were looking for ways to bring her back from her site of total otherness, it was only towards the end of their teaching, and so only partially and almost too late. All three, then, conceptualize the 'woman' as a Radical Other, though for different reasons and from different points of departure.
Freud admits quite early that his concepts concerning feminine
Ettinger -Weaving a Woman Artist 83 sexuality are elaborated on the basis of his experience as a man and his treatment of male patients, in order to support male narcissism. Towards the end of his life, he admitted that the question was far from being resolved. He leaves us with the mystery of her desire, abandoning the continent of the feminine as an enigma. For Levinas, although the feminine is a radical Other, the irreducible originary difference is in itself already feminine, and feminine difference is in itself originary. I suggest that the concept of the feminine disappears from Levinas's very last writing precisely because he has glimpsed the idea that the feminine cannot be a total Otherness, but rather what I call Matrixial Otherity: a partial alterity that infiltrates the I. In my view, Levinas at the end of his days rarely spoke of the feminine not because the concept lost its relevance (as if such a radical Otherness must be excluded from subjectivity) but on the contrary because the feminine became the irreducible difference inside subjectivity: precisely what makes it human. 2 In other words, the feminine disappears from the discussion of subjectivity, but subjectivity itself in its ethical core is now described mainly by qualities up until that point referred to as constituting the feminine.
Femininity, I propose, transforms from within what it means to be a subject, for it is the kernel of ethical being, the ultimate measure of the ethical relationship: 'it is that human possibility which consists in saying that the life of another human being is more important than my own' (Levinas and Ettinger, 1993: 9) . The kernel of subjectivity, its knowledge and its sense, its vulnerability and its ethical standing, are conditioned by the difference of the feminine, which therefore cannot remain so utterly Other. The feminine now becomes a subjectivity that makes signs and gives meaning, even if language fails to formulate it in clear-cut concepts. This is not to ignore that at this stage in his books Levinas chose not to articulate this subjectivity in terms of the concept of the feminine and renounced the work on the feminine. Paradoxically, the term feminine disappeared and yet, according to all previous parameters of the feminine in his work, the subject of his late theory is I believe, a feminine subject. Although the feminine is now 'hidden' in his writing, Levinas confirmed and affirmed in our conversations that the deepest aspects of human subjectivity were 'feminine'.
When the idea of disappearance linked to this total Other, to this femininity that Levinas offers, is viewed from the angle of matrixial cofading in jointness, an ethical possibility, a matrixial response-ability to the other which is not a sacrificial disappearance, arises.
For Lacan, the idea of a 'knot' articulates the feminine and leads us to think of a knowledge independent of the signifier: 'The desire to know meets obstacles. In order to embody the obstacle I have invented the knot' (Lacan, 1975 -6: seminar of 9 Dec. 1975 ). This testifies that he was looking for ways of knowing the 'woman' beyond the mere affirmation of the existence of her jouissance on the one hand (joui-presence) and of her total absence on the other, and also beyond all phallic appropriations of her. For Lacan, as for Levinas, 'Woman' as not-All is the radical Other in relation to 'Man' as reason, knowledge, consciousness, Same and All. If the womanbeyond-the-phallus that exhibits the intra-psychic knot still remains a radical Other, we must emphasize again that she can only remain that for a 'man's' knowledge, as defined by concepts only. This means that if Lacan's knots accounts enigmatically for feminine desire, it is still (and to the very end) in the frame of the phallic paradigm that continues to function in his late theory. However, with the idea of the 'knot' it is already evident that the possibility of describing supplementary femininity within the phallus has been exhausted and has come to a dead-end. When we make the shift from this impasse to the matrixial paradigm, it is now metramorphosis, not the knot, which in our view accounts for feminine relation, jouissance and desire. Knotting the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic of each individual subject is not enough. In the matrixial psychic sphere, by way of the erotic antennae of the psyche, traces from the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic of different individuals are plaited.
If not only the Symbolic, but also the Real, already harbors a certain knowledge, then there is a difference already on the level of the Thing. A feminine difference based on bodily specificity not only occurs as the alwaystoo-early for knowledge and always-too-late for access, but also makes sense, not by retroactive significance, inside a weaving. The weaving by metramorphosis is creative of meaning. When the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic intercoil around a feminine encounter according to the parameters of the Real, the knot, says Lacan, 'goes wrong', it appears as a 'slip of the knot' (as one would say a 'slip of the tongue'). The phallus fails, or this feminineother-thinking fails but only in the phallic order. An-other sense, based on originary feminine difference might emerge. It is this failure of the phallus in/by the feminine that Lacan calls a 'sinthôme'. This 'feminine' is an 'invention' with which a 'sexual relation' is assumed. She is the unexpected event, an unattended occurrence discovered in writing as a work of art.
. . . All that subsists of the sexual rapport is that geometry which we alluded to regarding the glove. That is all that remains as a basis for the human space of the relation. (Lacan, 1975-6: seminars of 10 and 17 Feb. 1976) To this we add: it is also clear that a 'woman' cannot be defined only by the failure in the phallic system because:
. . . when there is equivalence, it is by this very fact that there is no (sexual) relation. If for an instant we assume what becomes of what now is a failure of the knot of three, this failure is strictly equivalent -there is no need to say it -in both sexes. (Lacan, 1975-6: seminars of 10 and 17 Feb. 1976) And we also add: if a woman is a sinthôme for every man, then it is perfectly clear that another name needs to be found for what becomes of woman for a woman, because for a woman 'woman' cannot remain a radical Other, as she can for a man; otherwise all women would be psychotic. For a woman, she is a border-Other. She cannot be radically absent in subjectivity, but is rather de-absent or abpresent: a pres-absence. However, in the no-place of the Thing in art, Lacan already identifies via the sinthôme something of the dimension of the revelation of the feminine and her sexual relation -and not necessarily as psychosis. I see in the sinthôme possibilities of a sub-limation in/from different aspects of the feminine other sexual difference, on the condition that we give it a matrixial twist; because for the moment, as Lacan does indeed say, the sinthôme is only a 'woman' for a man. We need to give the sinthôme a matrixial twist in order to discover what a 'woman' can become in-difference for a woman: a woman-to/from-woman difference.
V

She is weaving.
She manages to succeed at sexual union. Only this union is the union of one with two, or of each with each, each of these three strands. The sexual union, if I may say so, is internal to its weave. And that is where she plays her part, in showing us what a knot really is. (Lacan, 1973 -4: seminar of 15 Jan. 1974 She is weaving. She is being woven. But weaving the Real, the Symbolic and the Imaginary together and being woven by them in a sinthôme is not enough to shift the phallic paradigm. Because the sinthôme is still the phallic failure to tie them up, whereas 'woman' is not just a failure of/in the phallus, not even as it is taken up by the poetics of the sinthôme.
It takes a special kind of weaving to create the feminine relation from/on the side of the woman. It takes swerving and borderlinking. It takes metramorphosis. We then discover that a 'woman' is not confined to the Onebody with its inside and outside. A movement of borderlinking between several partial subjects, and an affective swerve based on 'dehiscence' and bursting in the field of affects, germinate directly from/with-in and in contact with a Real 'touched' by the feminine Thing. 3 This borderswerving and 86 Theory, Culture & Society 21(1) borderlinking comprise a matrixial complex and its sexual-feminine difference -for men and for women. This alignment of sexual difference is independent from the phallic organization of difference. The matrixial difference is created, from the beginning, as an originary dimension of potentiality in a knitting of affects and information interwoven in an intersubjective, transsubjective and trans-psychic web. The Lacanian knot and the slip of the knot remain inside the boundaries of the individual; they link, or fail to link, its different intra-psychic dimensions but a webbing or a matrixial weaving is borderlinking between several individuals.
According to our interpretation of 'The "Uncanny" ' , we may conclude that there is a differentiating potential on the level of affection, implied by Freud's analysis when he discusses the anxiety accompanying the experience of art. The matrixial affect as primary differentiation introduces a difference on the level of the Thing, as it signals that some-Thing happens and that a transition from Thing to subject and object takes place without a total separation from the Thing. Matrixial affect indexes a transformation and an exchange, and a matrixial phenomenon testifies that such a passage has taken place and that a minimal meaning has been created. A trembling of meaning of differentiation-in-togetherness has traced itself. And if a trembling of meaning of differentiation-in-togetherness has traced itself, partial subjectivity is already involved: someones are there to be affected, someones who are not objects. The matrixial affect is the affect of the Thing which inscribes traces in the I and the non-I. The differential affectivity is at this level inseparable from this passage from the Thing. This passage is a kind of sense, a minimal sense perhaps, and it works for meaning through the work of art. The I is a pulsating pole of co-poïesis. The I and non-I are pulsating poles of co-poïesis.
Is the passage from Thing to object-and-subject on the partial dimension accompanied by affect or created by it? To this we can have no answer, because at this level the differential affectivity is inseparable from that passage. Their co-incidence is fated. Working for meaning through a work of art, it 'wants' to be acknowledged; it is symbologenic in principle, but it waits for the artist to stage it for meaning. Passions arising in direct connection to the Thing dwell in the matrixial aggregated/enlarged border-Other, in whose constitution they also take a part. They act directly as unthought sub-knowledge in a sub-symbolic connectionist web, and they open a primary measure of difference between Thing and object, but also between Thing and link, and between Thing and subject, because someones are already there as silent witnesses, wit(h)nessing.
In the matrixial stratum, she exhibits intersections of knots in a transpsychic web. 'Woman' is therefore not a radical Other but a border-Other that can be encountered if we follow up on her threads in the texture and the textile of the web. In Lacan's still (and to the very end) phallic paradigm, knots enigmatically account for the failure to inscribe feminine desire, and the concept of the 'knot' makes clear that, for Lacan, the possibility of describing the 'supplementary' feminine within the phallic framework has Ettinger -Weaving a Woman Artist 87 reached its limits. In the passage to a matrixial apparatus, on the other hand, metramorphosis may be thought of as a co-poïetic activity in a trans-psychic web that remembers, inscribes and transfers feminine jouissance and swerve during borderlinking. Via art this process spreads its thinking across the threshold of culture.
Knowledge is released from blanks and holes in the Real by the metramorphic process of webbing and wit(h)-nessing, the metramorphic process of exchange of affect and phantasm based on the conduction of/in trauma or jouissance in jointness, and the metramorphic process of transmissions-in-transformation of phantasm, initially between a becomingsubject and a becoming-m/Other-to-be, but more generally between I in co-emergence with an uncognized non-I (which can be considered a pluralseveral, partial and diffracted 'woman'). Swerving and contacting become themselves a kind of knowledge, inscribing traces of borderlinking in a spiraling back and forth movement. We may consider them manifestations of a matrixial sinthôme that releases/creates/invents/reveals, from a feminine side, potential desires whose sense, which does not depend on the signifier, will be revealed in further encounters. If we can read between the threads, feminine weaving tells us the story of decentralized severality, of unpredicted occurrences, of non-symmetrical reciprocity. A matrixial sinthôme may not yet be able to describe what a 'man' is to a woman, but it can describe what a feminine difference is to a woman, as well as to a man who renders himself fragile inside the Matrix, because the matrixial difference operates in/for men and women, but not in the same way. For men, the maternal pre-natal Thing can go through an originary repression and remain an absolute absence, inasmuch as it remains the forever before and outside. For women, inasmuch as their own bodily specificity vibrates and echoes the pre-natal Thing as a potential present or future as well, and as both archaic outside and invisible inside, the archaic-m/Other-to-be as a partial-subject is never severed, like a total absence or like a radical Other, and the maternal pre-natal Thing is non-consciously ab-present inbeside.
Here, difference is not a result of having/not having an organ, but rather of being in relation and borderlinking to the similar-yet-not-the-same. The manifestation of this difference comes to ab-presence in the potential return in the Real of encounters that are similar by their affect, by their phantasmatic quality and by their events-marking, to the original encounter. Thus, according to whether you are of the same or of different sexual embodiment to that of the archaic-m/Other-to-be and Her-Thing, the same events can take this or that route of unconscious tracing: the same event that will correspond to weaning for a man can correspond to separation-injointness for a woman. The 'same' event will then create different minimal sense and be mounted on different non-conscious tracks.
It is not only that matrixial feminine sexual difference traverses every subject. In the human, transitivity itself is a matrixial sexual difference. The matrixial sinthôme plays differently for males and for females, because for a male-embodied human being difference has a corporeal self-evidence marked by an opposition of having/not having that is easily accessible for sense-making. Separating from Her-Thing or clinging to Her-Thing are his painful 'choices'. But when you separate from Her-Thing you still have evidences of Your own different liminal body-Thing. A female person must separate-in-re/in-fusing Her-Thing, in the sense that accepting Her-body must still mean opening otherwise the distance of the non-same. Inasmuch as rejecting Her-body is rejecting my body, which can be a deadly blow, difference of the-alike-but-the-not-same is not the difference of the opposite-to-be-rejected. Another difference becomes available, for her and through her, which does not follow the path of either rejecting or fusing with the m/Other, and which does not question the having/not having opposition, but is in-different to it. The matrixial difference is created by/for the alike and the uncognized stranger. What it indexes are differences in the linking in-between I and non-I -not a difference (same or opposite) from the non-I. It can only occur in jointness with the almost-Other. This non-oppositional difference that operates in borderlinking can be sublimated; it can turn into art, and this is what is revealed to us in the Weaving of I and non-I that precedes the distinct I or the distinct non-I and transgresses inter-psychic weaving.
For the male subject, the trauma of the loss of trans-subjective events is immemorial: his pre-history. For a female subject, however, even the immemorial is not totally immemorial, it is not a total alterity to the subject since it may take new bodies in the Real. It makes sense in/by the virtual and potential Real, it exposes the potentiality of the virtual. Through the encounter with-in the feminine, the traces, erotic and thanatic, in any case libidinally invested, of this immemorial, in men and in women (since they were already created in the encounter with a woman) can be taken up in another encounter and be reinvested. This means that through the matrixial complex men also have access to this immemorial. If the linking between I and non-I opens a measure of differentiation in/of/from the feminine, then the initial occurrence confronts me not with how to meet you and share with you, but with how impossible it is to not-share with you, and how are we to give meaning to our difference-in-jointness that precedes and coincides with my being One-self.
The matrixial subjectivity refutes opposition and fusion because it is woven -a textile and a texture. But matrixial subjectivity does not mean an endless multiplicity of singular individuals, but rather a limited multiplicity -a severality -that traverses subjectivity. The severality is a necessary result of the affective shareability that underlines it. Sharing knowledge via concepts is by definition limitless. Opening a difference via affects is by definition intimately limited. Someones must pass through the event and work through it; an encounter must have taken place. Intimacy can be anonymous.
She weaves the Real, the Symbolic and the Imaginary so that no definitively separating frontiers between them can be established. To this extent, the failure-sinthôme is the same 'woman' for women and for men. But there Ettinger -Weaving a Woman Artist 89 disperses and rejoins anew-but-in-difference their remnants and traces, and she acts on the borderline, transcribing it while sketching and laying it out and opening it wide to turn it into a threshold and to metramorphose it into a borderspace.
The matrixial field disqualifies the automatism of the phallic regulation of subjectivity. Subjectivity in the matrixial sphere becomes both diffracted and assembled, both dispersed and partial, and part of an alliance. In this field, the borderline does not function as a barrier. The matrixial swerving and differentiating are affective gestures that implicate borderlines as weaving psychic elements that 'belong' to several individuals, to different persons. The matrixial difference is a transgressive and differentiating swerving that engages a borderline and acts along its length, condensing and opening it into a space, while also diffracting it into several pathways. The matrixial borderline interweaves a non-conscious transsubjectivity composed of trauma and jouissance. In itself it is an ensemblage of psychic events woven through encounter, wrapped with affects and memory traces, which shapes and exposes its sense.
If, as Rank and Lacan show, the aesthetic question engages both death and the beauty-ideal, and if the 'source of the beauty-ideal lies in the contemporary ideas of the soul', psyche or spirit, then in the feminine the soul does not only 'arise from the problem of death' and the artist does not only 'desire to transform death into life' or into immortality (Rank, 1959b: 118, 140) . The soul also arises from the problem of co-emerging and cofading in-between life and non-life, and the artist desires to transform death, non-life, not-yet-life and no-more-life into art, in co-emergence and in cofading -into a theater of the soul with its jouissance and its trauma. An artist engaged in this process of co-emergence and co-fading becomes a fragmented and partial interlaced trans-subjectivity, rendered fragile by its wit(h)nessing with-in uncognized 'foreign elements', metramorphosing, once and always, the limits into thresholds again. Whereas the subject can separate from the object-other by a cut, their meeting becomes a meetingqua-possession of an inanimate object which is inspired, has life breathed into it, like a Golem, and is subjugated to the subject. But where the subject co-emerges with an event-other co-pulsating in co-poïesis, she is constituted not in relation to an other-as-an-object but in relation to the trembling experience of oscillation between I and non-I in the encounter, and she cannot recognize trans-subjective-objects in any voyeuristic way. She joins the other-Encounter and witnesses the other's event: she wit(h)nesses in weaving.
